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One Step Packaging Saves Labor and Protects Parts Up To 2 Years 
 
Cor-Pak® Patented LinerBoard from Cortec® 
offers labor savings and up to 2 year protection 
for multi-metal components. This high quality 
LinerBoard provides a new level in protective 
packaging with barrier, contact and vapor phase 
corrosion inhibition. Simply place the metal 
component in the box and seal the cover. With 
simple one-step packaging, the part is protected 
against corrosive attack for up to two years. By 
enclosing the box in an airtight package, it can 
be protected in deep storage for up to ten years. 
 
Cor-Pak® LinerBoard eliminates several labor intensive steps such as handling, wrapping 
and packaging. It offers the latest in Green Technology. The product is environmentally 
safe, non-toxic, biodegradable and does not contain nitrites, phosphates, silicates or other 
hazardous compounds. Cor-Pak® LinerBoard is fully recyclable/repulpable. After use, the 
product can be recycled into other types of paper products. 
 
In addition to corrugated boxes, Cor-Pak® LinerBoard can be used for shipping tubes, 
sheet liners and insert strips in large packages. Made without the use of chlorine or other 
chemical bleaching, it eliminates the built-in contamination from conventional liner 
board material that becomes a catalyst for corrosion. Components packaged with 
Cor-Pak® LinerBoard receive clean protection. There are no chemical tanks or 
application required. The unique inhibiting action of the Cortec® VpCI™ forms a very 
thin protective layer that does not alter the appearance or electrical properties of a 
component. Parts are ready for immediate use without any cleaning or degreasing. 
Simply open the package and the protected part is ready for immediate service or 
installation. Cor-Pak® LinerBoard conforms to military specification MIL-P-3420E. 
 
Photos: High-resolution photo of Cortec® Cor-Pak® LinerBoard available for download at: 
http://www.blueleopard.net/cortecdownload/linerboard   
 
Company Description: Cortec® Corporation, a pioneer in environmentally friendly packaging, metalworking, 
cleaning, water treatment and metal protection technologies, is located in White Bear Lake, Minnesota. ISO 9001-2000 
and 14001 Certified, they manufacture over 300 products in five plants located in Minnesota and Wisconsin. Cortec is a 
global supplier of innovative and environmentally friendly specialty chemicals, plastics and coated papers. 
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